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* Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, J nuary24, 2005 (9:20am)

Washington, DC 20555-0001,
ATrN: Rulemakings and 4djudlcations Staff. OFFICE OF SECRETARY
E-mall: SECYDnrc.gov RULEMAKINGS AND
Fax (310) 415-1101. JUDICATIONS STAFF

COMMENT REGARDING PRM-73-12

Date: 3anuary 22, 2005
Subject: PRM-73-12

The undersigned support, and make additions to, the petitioners request that 1I CFR
7341(a) be revised to Include additional measures to Increase security at nuclea-
potwer reactors to meet the new terrorist threats as demonstrated on 9/11 and n
subsequent reports such as the 9/11 Commission Report.

I. AIR - VULNERABILITY AND OPTION TO REDUCE RISK

ReSuest to Revise 10 CFR 73.1(a) to Require On-Site Missile Defense
Systems

In brder to decrease the tnreat from an attack by air, the petitioners request
"Boamhenge' shields.

w4 are not opposed to this as one option to decrease vulnerability; however, w are
advocating on-site missile systems operated by the US military, similar to thos used
In the summer and winter Olympics In the United States.

This request expands on the petitioners request that, "The DBT regulations
shjuld protect both against direct Impact of the aircraft on sensitive facilities at the
nuclear plant and against use of the aircraft or helicopter for dropping explosiv s on
thdse facilities."

Mirsile systems are Important to decrease risk at all reactors. They are especially
im ortant to decrease vulnerability at the (32) GE Mark I and Mark II designed
reactors that have their spent fuel pools located In the upper portion of the man
reactor building, outside primary containment and vulnerable from (3) sides.

Aniattack administered fromn the air could result In rupturing the relatively "thi "roof
over the spent fuel pool and cause a catastrophe -as described In the report In the
Prihceton Journal and the, 2.206 Petition submitted by the Nuclear Safety Coa Itlon
to the NRC, August 2004. For example, a moderate sized steel beam dropped could
rupture the pool.

Ratioale: Analysis and Recommendations

A. | Risk/Vulnerabillty: There Is no security to prevent an air attack to Pilgrim N S, for
example. Federal studies show that planes can penetrate the reactor's walls. T e
poIi roof and critical "softer" support structures needed, for example, to keep t le
radioactive fuel pool operating --- such as switch-yard and control room --- Is even
le~s substantial. These studies are public and have been reviewed. Although, a you
knbw, the Industry sites their own study to the contrary - the problem Is that t ey
refuse to release the study so that Independent analysts can review Its method logy
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ani conclusions.

Current Status at Pilgrim for example: Since September 11, 2001, a 'no fly' zo e
wa4 put Into effect for a short period, and was then eliminated. Because of the
proxdmity of Boston and other airports, a 'no fly' zone can not be large enough o
permit effective response by Air Force or National Guard fighter aircraft. Even a the
relatively slow speed of 300 miles per hour, a ten-mile "no fly' zone would provade
only 2 minutes advance warning. The time for the two Interceptor jets on "high lert"
at Ntis to be airborne Is ten minutes. To be effective a no-fly zone would have t be
100 miles - crippling US air Industry.

Mat-ch 25, 2002, It was announced that Coast Guard helicopters would fly over he
reactor site. Again, what iK the probability that they would be flying overhead e actly
when an attack was happening? Their resources are challenged; consequently, fly-
overs" are very sporadic.

There Is no capability of Immediate armed response. Current NRC regulations d not
require security from an air attack.

Arnlvsis [source: based on an analysis by Dr. George Lewis. 2004. MiEi

B. Options to Reduce RIsk:

1. Strengthening commercial airport security
Gobd idea to deal with terrorism In general but will not solve our problem - will not
prdvent attacks using smaller, explosive laden aircraft.

2. harden the reactor building, support structures and spent fuel storage systelS:
Hardening everything is too expensive. Clearly moving most of the spent fuel o t of
the pool to secured dry cask storage - casks reinforced with earth and gravel,
spdced 60 feet (not 6 feet) apart and bringing the pool back to the original low
deisity design would both decrease the attractiveness of the target and reduce the
coh, sequence if attacked. But we need more.

3. No-fly zones can not be wide enough. An airplane traveling at 300 miles per our
wopid penetrate a 10 mile Keep-out zone in two minutes, far too little time for ighter
aircraft on strip alert to respond. Moreover, according to the NRC data, 21 reac ors
are located within five miles of an airport. In order to be effective, keep-out zo es
would have to have radii of order of 100 miles or larger and such keep-out zon s
woid cripple U.S. aviation' Small keep-out zones within a few miles of reacto
mibht be useful for preventing pilots of small aircraft from making practice fllg ts to
sc6ut out the approaches to power plants.

Ke p-out zones could be effective (and would be needed) in combination with ir
defense weapons.

4. Fighter aircraft on continuous patrol Is Impractical. There are 63 active react r
sites would put a huge burden on the U.S. military. For each aircraft an patrol,
several others would need to be In various stages preparation and malntenanc .
Thps It Is likely that something of the order of 300 aircraft or more would have to be
dedicated to this mission, and a much larger number of pilots, technicians, and
support personnel.
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5. (iround-based air defense systems may therefore be a better way of enforcin
keep-out zone around nuclear power plants.

Types of systems

' U.S. Army's Patriot system: would work but we do not have enough- If e
I Patriot battery the " ltcd States has were used for this purpose, only ab

one-third of the 65 reactor sites could be defended (three batteries woul
required for each site, since each radar only covers a 120 degree sector)

* The U.S. Navy's Aegis system: would work but Impractical - using such 5
to defend a significant percentage of the reactor sites would tie up a fart
(and certainly unacceptable) part of the Navy's surface warfare capabiliti

l Shorter-range Stinger missiles: The Stinger can be operated from a shoL
mounted launcher - to defend a reactor site, one of the vehicle-mounted
versions would make more sense.
The Avenger system mounts eight stingers on a HUMVEE, along with an
infrared sensor for detecting and tracking targets and a laser range findc
Operated by two person crew and also mounts a high rate of fire .50-call
machine gun.

Stliger versus Avenger
Sti ger missiles carried have range of about 8 km and the system can provide
degree coverage (although'depending on the terrain, more than one unit per si
mlht be needed).

System is operated by both the U.S. Army and the Marine Corps, and over a
thousand units have been bought.

Avenger Is capable of operating by Itself - more effective If supported with rada
dafa. Such data could come from the U.S. air traffic control system, but could
prdvided by onsite radar, most likely the Sentinel radar system. The Sentinel rE
hat a range of about 40 kilometers against low-flying aircraft, and can provide
degree coverage. The U.S. currently plans to have 172 Sentinels by 2006, and
10p have been delivered so far. Many of the radars are operated by National G
units, Including Avenger battalions.

Avengers and Sentinel radars were deployed in and around Washington D.C.
Sektember 2002, and January 2003 and at both the 1996 Summer Olympics in
Atlanta and the 2002 Winter Olympics In Utah.

Placing two Avengers at each of the 65 reactor sites In the US would require us
absut ten percent of the US military's stock. The systems are relatively Inexpe
mqre could be built - the consequences of an air attack would be financially
devastating.

Avenger versus Patriots: Patriot's have longer ranges and much larger explosiv
warheads than Avengers; Out, Patriots not viable option.

However the Avenger/Sentinel's comparative shorter range Is not such a probl
be ause they would be enforcing a keep-out zone of probably 10-miles - well
the range of Sentinel and only slightly larger than the range of Avenger.
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What are the drawbacks to putting missiles in or near nuclear reactor sites?

Shooting down a non-terrorist aircraft that accidentally wandered del
the keep-out zone.

4 Establishing a no-fly zone might also require closing some small airpi
perhaps procedures hIight be put In place to permit some to continue

' Avengers, If captured by attackers, could be turned against the plant
these missiles could not penetrate the reactor building and we are to
w we have security to prevent such an event.
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Compare risks against the benefits - choice is easy.
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Placing them on site reduces the potential of an attack that government
studies show will contaminate 500 miles if the spent fuel Is hit, or if thee
is hit, a 20-mile peak fatal radius the first year and a 65 mile peak lnjurv
radius.
We are at risk. Nuclear plants are targets and vulnerable to aircraft attac
especially small, explosive-laden planes.
There does not seem to be another viable response to this threat - dolng
nothing is not an option.
These short-range ahtl-aircraft systems exist and could be rapidly deplo)
greatly reduce the dhnger of an aircraft causing a radiological disaster.

I
IL WATER - VULNERMP17. "V.Y AND OPTIONS TO REDUCE RISK

Request to Revise 10 CFR 73.1(a) to Require Exclusion Zone and Mouth
Intake Canal Made Impenetrable and 24-Hour Armed Patrols on Waterf

Relctors, by design, are on water sources - oceans, bays, rivers, lakes. Pilgrim,
ex mple, is on Cape Cod Bay with an extensive shoreline. Fishermen bring thei
bouts Inside the 500-yard security zone. During the summer months, there is
codsiderable pleasure boat traffic crisscrossing In front of the reactor site.

A. lRlskVuinerablltv

Pilgrim, an example: Thereiis a 500-yard "exclusion zone," simply marked by bi
- tle equivalent of "no-trespassing signs." It Is not made Impenetrable, and dol
appear to be patrolled most of the time. It was announced on March 25, 2003 t
Coast Guard patrols were increased; however the Coast Guard's resources are
limited. Once the patrol leaves the site, a terrorist can strike. A floating boom I
was going to be, placed across the mouth of the Intake canal but this will not st
any submerged weapon.

Jude 24, 2004, the New York Times reported that the FBI warns of floating bo
de'ices. The FBI then listed possible designs for floating bombs, Including impr
explosive device (IEDs) eI'rshed to floats or buoys, IEDs concealed In floating
or trash bags and inner-tubes or rafts/abandoned boat carrying IEDs onboard.
cotld be launched from boats or from aircraft dropping objects at night near th
reactor.
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Thq exclusion' zones have been breached at nuclear reactors. For example at
Pilgrim NPS: July 2002 two groups of teens were partying on the beach and on
kayaker was tanning on the beach Inside the 500 yard exclusion area; motor bats
used the buoys as a slalom course; September, 2003 (3) men were caught wit
cartera equipment walking along Pilgrim's restricted beach; August 2004 a
recreational fisherman was apprehended fishing from the shore in front of the
reaator.

B. teguest to Reguire Following Methods to Reduce Rlsk

1. ,secure the perimeter - In the water -make the exclusion zone Impenetrable In
World War II some harbors and sensitive waterfront areas were blocked off by h avy
chAln fences strung between buoys that dropped to the floor of the harbor. The NYT
Ma azine (February 2003) stated that In response to the terrorist threat, Baltirr ore
had done a similar thing. Barriers were Installed at the approach to the harbor, hich
rHsi out of the water like stakes In a moat. Cables were suspended between the e
reinforced pylons, designed to slice Into approaching high-speed craft and deca Itate
woold-be suicide bombers before they go near. This model should be followed a
nu lear reactors - adjustinn the chains to account for the tide. A chain grate of orts
golhg to the floor should block the mouth of the Intake canal to intercept subm rged,
re ote-controlled explosives.

2. 24 -hour, armed surveillance - Install radar on shore to detect any boat
att mpting to breach the zone. Assign guards, 24-hours, on shore duty capable to
res ond - armed heavily so that they are able to take out an Incoming craft an
ali wed to use force to stop an Intruder(s) - make the immediate Judgment cal to
act. We understand that they can only use force if they or their team are actual y
untler attack.

I1U. LAND - VULNERABILITY AND OPTIONS TO REDUCE RISK

Rehuest to Revise 10 CFR 73.1(a) to Require Measures Outlined in
coinmittee to Bridge the Gap's Petition

VI, Spent Fuel - Low-density pool storage and hardened, dispersed, on site
d cask storage as an interim measure until all spent fuel can be moved
of ssIte.
Ti4 undersigned support the requests made in the August 10, 2004 Petition to he
Unjted States Nuclear Regulatory Commission Requesting Actions to Provide
Strponger Defenses of Boiling Water Reactors with Mark I and Mark II Contalnm nts
and Their Spent Fuel submitted by the Nuclear Security Coalition to better defe id
against a terrorist attack.

V. |rEsTS OF SECURrTY

wI support the petitioners request that the security Inspections and force-on-force
Opprational Safeguards Response Evaluation (OSRE) program exercises must b
uporaded to conform to the proposed DBT regulations - they must demonstrat high
confidence to be able to repel a September 11, 2001, level assault.

we wish to expand on the Oetitioner's comments to include a discussion of the laws
Identified by Riverkeeper concerning the OSRE security test performed at India
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Poi[t and concur with their recommendations (1-10) to Improve the tests.

1! trhere is too much advance notice. Indian Point has had months to prepare F r
their OSRE drill, summer 2003. Entergy knew the exact date of the test. They c uld
make sure all equipment wps In top working order and that all security officers ere
fullNO trained on their response duties. In reality, the attackers are unlikely to pr vide
earl y warning. Thus, intrusion equipment may be out of service for repairs and
security officers may be new to the job without fully understanding their duties.

REQUEST: The right way to perform the OSRE drills Is with short notice - about wo
or three weeks. That would provide enough time to arrange 'cover' security (d ring
thelOSRE, real security officers with real guns must be present but not involved In
thei exercise In case a real Attack were to occur) but not enough time to correct
prcblems. When notified, plant operators should be required to "freeze In place the
security force to be tested, rather than calling In their most capable security off cers.
Whin notification occurs months In advance companies have time to hire securi -

trafning consultants and additional guards to Improve their security posture an
chances of success In deterring a mock attack. A nuclear Industry representativ
acknowledged that utilities spend 'millions of dollars' getting ready for the tests The
security officers said that for months prior to a test, they repeatedly practice fo the
two or three scenarios on which they will be tested, often with the help of the
colsultants. The problem, according to the guards, is that they train only on th
particular attacks that will be used In the test rather than on many different tyr s of
atticks. Once the tests are completed, the security consultants are let go and t e
guard force reduced until the next test.

2) She OSRE drills set a low bar to hurdle by using a low passina grade. The 0 RE
drill typically features four force-on-force exercises. Each exercise features the ock
Intruders attempting to destroy every piece of equipment on a "target set" and he
arrmed security officers tryihg to prevent It. The plant security defense team ha to
wiM at least three of the four exercises for the plant to get a bad grade. In real ife,
there would be no second chances.

REQUEST: Good security should be scoring 100 rather than 75 on the OSRE drill.

a OSRE drills ar-i.., always performed with the plant at full power du no
evening nr mIdnight shifts.-I.e. durin~g a time when the number of workers at h
Dl.nt is minimal, The armed responders, knowing that an OSRE drill is In progrss,
car literally shoot at anything that moves and be assured it's an attacker. In re aity,
th4 armed responders would have to spend a few seconds distinguishing between
frlnd and foe. Having no "innocents workers around makes it easier for the
defenders and harder for thie attackers. In addition, the OSRE drills are never r n
during outages. During outages, the equipment to be protected Is different and the
containment barriers may already be breached (opened for refueling).

REtMUEST: OSRE drills should be performed during outages and security office must
beltrained and tested to differentiate between plant workers and attackers.

4)-The QSRE drills limit the Insider role to that of a passive particiDant. The secirity
regulations have long specified that the attackers can be aided by one insider a :ting
in hither a passive or active role. The OSRE drills to date and as planned have I mited
thy insider role to that of a passive participant. In other words, the Insider pro ides
Inlprrnatlon to the attackers so they can plan their assault. But the Insider doe~ not
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take an active role (i.e., creating a distraction, damaging target set equipment r
security equipment, etc.)

RE6UEST; OSRE drill should involve active participant(s).

) the OSRE drills to date and as planned have only involved attackers orlalnat'
fro4b one direction as one tem. The September 11th attack and subsequent at cks
abroad in Saudi Arabia ana'Casablanca have Involved multiple teams and attac ed
frori multiple directions. A successful terrorist attack on a reactor or spent fuel ool
cou'd result in tens of thousands of casualties.

REQUEST: OSRE drills should assess the ability of plant security to defend agal St
teamT s of 4 or 5 attackers originating from multiple directions.

6) the OSRE CriUst_ date and as planned only require plant security to defend
auainst a small number of attackers. The attacks of September 11th on U.S. sol and
mote recent attacks abroad Involved 19 or more terrorist attackers.

REqOOMMENDATION: At a nminimum, the OSRE drills should assess the ability of lant
secPrity to defend against twenty or more attackers, in teams of 4 or 5, and
attacking from multiple directions.

7 O drills do not assess 121ant security's ability to defend against an attck
on the suent fuel pool. More than 300 OSRE exercises have been conducted sin e
1991. A grand total of zero (0) of these exercises has been run with the spent f el as
theitarget.

REQUEST: OSRE drills shouid include the spent fuel storage pool as the target o at
least one exercise during the OSRE drills.

8) IURC, after intensive consultation with the nuclear industry, did not seek oui!lk
inDpt while revamping the OSRE exercises.

REQUEST: The NRC should ,recelve Input from representatives of public interest
groups on security policy Issues.

9) a olant owner which performs poorly on an OSRE drill Is not subject to
enforcement actions.

RE4UEST: A plant owner that performs poorly during an OSRE drill should be s bject
to an enforcement action. If a plant owner repeatedly performs poorly, the NRC
sho i-ld order the closure of the plant, until the plant owner Improves its perfora nce
during the OSRE drill.

IO)! No Indeperdent observers. those without a vested interest, are present to
monitor and evaluate the drills.

REQUEST: The NRC should allow Independent observers, i.e. congressional staf with
secprity clearance, to observe and evaluate the OSRE drills to ensure that the d Ills
areinot staged and provide an accurate assessment of plant defenses.

i1I) Results on Tests not ou'bllcly available (beginnina 8.04.)
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RE9UEST: Certainly, some security information Is best kept behind locked door. But
this blanket directive inctuaes anything and everything, and will Inevitably restrit
thefrelease of potentially embarrassing, but not necessarily dangerous, Informa ion.
Corhmunitles around nuclear plants have an Inherent right to know what Is goin on
net door.

i2)'Wachenhut. the foreign -owned comnanv that grovides security for half they
nation's reactors. will also test reactor's security.

Thl Is a conflict of Interest and provides no Incentive to seriously challenge the
gulrds; the company Is foreign owned and this raises questions In that airport
se4prity by foreign owned companies Is not allowed; and Wachenhut has a poor track
record. POGO, for example, explained In a July 30, 2004 letter to NRC Chairma Nils
Diak that, "As recently as last January, DOE Inspector general reported that
Wa~kenhut personnel had cheated during a force-on-force exercise of June 200 at
thelY-12 plant in Oak Ridge, Tenn. This facility houses hundreds of tons of highl
enriched uranium. The Inspector~general, Greg Friedman, said the test results Mere
'taiited and unreliable.' Moreover, Friedman gleaned from more than 30 testimonies
tha this was part of "a pattern of actions" dating back almost two decades.'

REX UEST: The NRC should return to the previous practice of security testing to he
U.SL federal government- design, performing the attacks, evaluation of the exercises
- sd that tests are credible..

Sincerely,

Ma z Lampert Jim Warren, Executive Director JVC
PHl gim Watch WARN
14q Washington Street North Carolina Waste Awareness k
Du~bury, MA 02332 Reduction Network
781'-934-0389 PO Box 61051, Durham, NC 277 15-

1051
Je Thorp, Energy Campaign Ph: 919-416-5077
Organizer
Cle4in Water Action / Clean Water Fund Maria Valenti, Executive Directo
36 Bromfield St., Suite 204 Physicians for Social Responsibilit -
Bo'ton, MA 02108 Greater Boston
Tel 617-338-8131 Cambridge, MA

Sadra Gavutis, C-10 Research & Frank Gorke, Energy'Advocate
Eddcation Foundation MASSPIRG
44 Merrimac St., Newburyport, MA 44 Winter St., Boston; MA 02108
01950 Tel 978-465-6646 Tel 617.747.4316

Dairid Agnew, Director
cade Downwinders
173 Morton Rd., S. Chatham 02659
Tel 1508-432-1718
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